Abstract. Assessing the potential impacts of 21st-century climate change on species distributions and ecological processes requires climate scenarios with sufficient spatial resolution to represent the varying effects of climate change across heterogeneous physical, biological, and cultural landscapes. Unfortunately, the native resolutions of global climate models (usually approximately 28 3 28 or coarser) are inadequate for modeling future changes in, e.g., biodiversity, species distributions, crop yields, and water resources. Also, 21st-century climate projections must be debiased prior to use, i.e., corrected for systematic offsets between modeled representations and observations of present climates. We have downscaled future temperature and precipitation projections from the World Climate Research Programme's (WCRP's) CMIP3 multi-model data set to 10-minute resolution and debiased these simulations using the change-factor approach and observational data from the Climatic Research Unit (CRU). These downscaled data sets are available online and include monthly mean temperatures and precipitation for 2041-2060 and 2081-2100, for 24 climate models and the A1B, A2, and B1 emission scenarios. This paper describes the downscaling method and compares the downscaled and native-resolution simulations. Sharp differences between the original and downscaled data sets are apparent at regional to continental scales, particularly for temperature in mountainous areas and in areas with substantial differences between observed and simulated 20th-century climatologies. Although these data sets in principle could be downscaled further, a key practical limitation is the density of observational networks, particularly for precipitation-related variables in tropical mountainous regions. These downscaled data sets can be used for a variety of climate-impact assessments, including assessments of 21st-century climate-change impacts on biodiversity and species distributions.
INTRODUCTION
Twenty-first-century climate scenarios from general circulation models (GCMs) are essential for assessing the potential responses of ecological, physical, and cultural systems to climate change. Climate is a critical control on species distributions, and there is a rich literature on using climate simulations and species distributional models to predict extinction risk, set conservation priorities, and assess species range shifts under various 21st-century climate scenarios (e.g., Malcolm et al. 2002 , Pearson and Dawson 2003 , Thomas et al. 2004 , Thuiller et al. 2005 , Morin and Lechowicz 2008 . However, the coarse resolution of most GCMs (grid cell sizes typically ranging from 18 to 58, and a typical resolution of about 2.88; Randall et al. 2007 ) is insufficient for detailed assessment of landsurface processes and climate-change impacts at local to regional scales, especially in regions with heterogeneous land cover and diverse topography (Wilby et al. 1998 (Wilby et al. , 2004 . For example, finer-resolution climate grids are necessary for ecosystem models (Zhang 2006) , soilerosion models (Zhang 2006) , and hydrological models (Fowler et al. 2007 ) where sub-degree resolution is required to simulate stream flow in mountainous catchments (Salathe´et al. 2007) . Species distribution models also require high-resolution data sets (Kremen et al. 2008 ) to set conservation priorities for habitats and species under various future climate scenarios. In many cases the species that are most vulnerable to climate change are already confined to small habitats (Kremen et al. 2008) . Furthermore, protected-area planning must occur on a fine scale, because 75% of globally recognized protected parks and reserves are ,300 km 2 in area (WDPA 2006) . Thus, there is an urgent demand for high-resolution future-climate scenarios, which can be met by downscaling GCM simulations.
Another challenge for ecologists and conservation biologists wishing to explore how climate change will affect species distributions and ecological processes is that GCM simulations will always differ somewhat from observed reality, a phenomenon known as model bias.
Simply comparing a 21st century simulation to present observed climates is inappropriate because such a comparison aggregates both the simulated change in 21st-century climates (due to changes in greenhouse gases and other radiative forcings) with the artifactual difference between present-day simulated and observed climates. For example, if the simulated global mean temperatures for the late 20th century were 28C colder than those actually observed, a 58C simulated warming by AD 2100 would only appear as a 38C warming compared to modern observations. Thus, downscaling techniques must also attempt to debias the simulated climatologies. It is impossible to know whether model bias has been completely removed, but it can at least be minimized by the appropriate debiasing technique. Downscaling techniques include dynamic downscaling, statistical downscaling, and the change-factor method. Each methodology has its advantages and limitations. Dynamic downscaling embeds regional climate models (RCMs) within large-scale GCMs. RCMs explicitly represent atmospheric processes operating at sub-grid scales for GCMs, such as orographic rainfall and surface-atmosphere interactions (Fowler et al. 2007 ). However, RCMs are computationally expensive because they must numerically solve many thermodynamic equations describing, e.g., the atmospheric state of motion, the passage of radiation through the atmospheric, cloud formation and other hydrological process, and surface-atmosphere interactions, all at a short time step (;30 minutes), at a high spatial resolution, and across multiple layers of the atmosphere (Dı´ez et al. 2005 , Spak et al. 2007 ). Consequently, for many regions only a limited number of RCM simulations currently are available, which prevents a good characterization of the uncertainty of climate projections given their sensitivity to different climate-model parameters .
Statistical downscaling assumes that regional climates are affected by both large-scale atmospheric processes and regional forcings (Wilby et al. 2004, Hewitson and Crane 2006) . The statistical relationships between largescale climate variables, such as atmospheric pressure fields, and local variables, such as rainfall, are determined from observational data and then applied to the GCM simulations to project regional-scale climate changes (Wilby et al. 2004) . The advantage of this approach is that it uses relatively robust large-scale features of the GCM simulations as predictors for the local variables. Because the relationships between largescale and local variables vary by landscape, most statistical downscaling studies are limited to individual regions (Hayhoe et al. 2004 , Shongwe et al. 2006 , Benestad et al. 2007 , Spak et al. 2007 ). Another disadvantage of this technique is that it assumes that the relationship between large-scale processes and local variables is stationary over time.
The change-factor technique is the simplest and fastest of the three techniques for processing numerous data sets with large spatial extents, making it by far the most feasible approach for global-scale downscaling of a large number of climate simulations (Wilby et al. 2004 ). This method has been widely employed in climate change research, e.g., generating future climate scenarios for high-resolution modeling of vegetation and ecological sensitivity to climate change in the United States, Vegetation/Ecosystem Modeling and Analysis Project (VEMAP; Kittel et al. 1995) , and projecting shifts in mediterranean climates (Klausmeyer and Shaw 2009 ). In the change-factor method, the climate variables of interest are directly downscaled from the GCM's native resolution to the resolution of a target high-resolution observational data set. First, the simulated ''present'' values for a variable (e.g., monthly mean temperature for are subtracted from the future values simulated by the same GCM (Wilby et al. 2004, Klausmeyer and Shaw 2009) . The resulting differences, referred to as ''climate anomalies,'' are then resampled to the desired resolution of the observational data set using standard spatial interpolation techniques (e.g., bilinear or thin-spline interpolation). The interpolated anomalies are then added to the target fine-resolution observational data set covering the same time period as the present GCM simulation. The resulting downscaled and debiased future-climate projections have two advantages over the original GCM simulations: (1) the highresolution observational data set already incorporates local-scale to regional-scale climatic processes (e.g., local orographic effects on temperature and precipitation), and (2) the differencing procedure minimizes any persistent systematic biases between observed and simulated 20th-century climates. Just as with statistical downscaling, the change-factor technique assumes that the relationship between large-scale processes and local variables is stationary over time, and further assumes that the difference between model simulations and ''true'' climates is stationary over time (Diaz-Nieto and Wilby 2005) .
The validity of the assumptions contained in the statistical downscaling and change-factor techniques is debatable, particularly for the large climate changes projected for the 21st century. Even regional climate modeling is hardly assumption-free, although these assumptions are more grounded in mechanistic rather than statistical descriptions of climate processes. Thus, the three downscaling techniques outlined above roughly fall along a continuum ranging from approaches that are more expensive computationally but perhaps contain fewer assumptions, to those that are less expensive but are based on a weaker set of assumptions. All three techniques are used in the climatological literature, and the choice of technique depends on the need for low-cost approaches (which permit many simulations to be downscaled globally) vs. more climatologically rigorous approaches.
Given the immediate and urgent need for scaleappropriate climate-impact assessments in conservation biology and other disciplines, we have implemented the change-factor approach as a computationally efficient means of downscaling the many climate simulations for the 21st century from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC AR4) (IPCC 2007) . All models are downscaled to a 10-minute spatial resolution (;17-km resolution at the equator). The great advantage to downscaling multiple models is the ability to produce multi-model ''ensembles'' or multi-model means that help minimize and/or assess uncertainties associated with individual model biases or errors (Meehl et al. 2007b , Randall et al. 2007 . In this paper, we describe the methods used to create the 10-minute downscaled and debiased climate projections, present representative visualizations of climate variables, discuss uncertainties in the resultant downscaled climate projections, and explain how downscaled climate projections enhance species range modeling. This global data set is publicly available online.
4 It will be a valuable resource for conservation biologists and others assessing the impacts of 21st-century climate change. By providing downscaled results for the complete set of 21st-century climate scenarios from IPPC AR4, we improve the capacity of conservation biologists to generate robust projections of species responses to climate change (Arau´jo and Guisan 2006) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Overview
We downscaled the climate simulations for futureemissions scenarios A1B, A2, and B1, for 24 coupled atmosphere-ocean global circulation models (AOGCMs) obtained from the World Climate Research Programme's (WCRP's) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3) multi-model data set (Meehl et al. 2007a) . Twenty-three of these AOGCMs are evaluated in the IPCC AR4 (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report; IPCC 2007). All climate simulations were regridded to a 10-minute resolution and debiased to correct for systematic differences between simulated and observed climates for the late 20th century. Regridded monthly temperature and precipitation means are provided for two time windows, representing the middle and end of the 21st century. We use the Climatic Research Unit (CRU) CL 2.0 10-minute data set (New et al. 2002) as our baseline modern observational data set. All downscaled data sets are available online (see footnote 4).
IPCC emissions scenarios
The three 21st-century standard emissions scenarios analyzed here (A2, A1B, and B1) represent a range of the possible future scenarios explored by the IPCC (Nakicenovic and Swart 2000, Meehl et al. 2007b) , with no explicit probability attached to any. The B1 scenario assumes the most ecologically friendly future world where economies are less energy intensive and shift towards technological development and sharing of noncarbon-intensive energy sources. The A1B scenario assumes that future energy sources will be balanced between fossil-intensive and non-fossil energy sources. The A2 scenario is characterized by slow and regionalized development of resource-efficient technologies, therefore globally still heavily dependent on fossil-fuel consumption. These three scenarios result in substantially different atmospheric concentrations of CO 2 and other long-lived greenhouse gases by the end of this century (Meehl et al. 2007b) . Future CO 2 concentrations are highest in the A2 scenario, reaching 856 ppm by 2100 and with an accelerating rate of growth at the end of the century. In the A1B scenario, CO 2 concentrations reach 717 ppm by 2100 and continue to increase at the end of the century. In the B1 scenario, CO 2 concentrations reach 549 ppm by the end of the century, and are nearly stabilized (Nakicenovic and Swart 2000) .
Downscaling
The change-factor downscaling procedure requires two primary inputs, the AOGCM climate simulations and the 20th-century observed data sets (Fig. 1) . First, we downloaded the monthly means of air temperature (temperature) and precipitation flux (precipitation) for the 20th and 21st centuries (Fig. 1, Inputs) from the CMIP3 multi-model data set available online through the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research's (UCAR) Earth System Grid (UCAR 2002). One simulation from each model (20c3m) was used to represent simulated 20th-century climates and three scenarios (A1B, A2, and B1) were used to represent possible 21st-century climate trajectories. Table 1 shows the names of all AOGCMs and scenarios downscaled here along with their original spatial resolutions. In processing step I (Fig. 1) , we used the MexNC toolbox for netCDF files (Evans 2008) for Matlab (MATLAB 2007) to extract monthly surface temperature and precipitation variables from the netCDF formatted data files, used by WCRP CMIP3, for three time periods: AD 1961-1990 (referred to as the late-20th-century or the 1975 mean), AD 2041-2060 (middle-21st-century or 2050 mean), and AD 2081-2100 (late-21st-century or 2090 mean). For each period, we calculated the climatologic means and interannual variability (standard deviations) for monthly temperature and precipitation. The second primary input (Fig. 1) was the observed late-20th-century monthly temperatures and precipitation from Climatic Research Unit (CRU) CL 2.0 (available online), 5 at 10-minute resolution (New et al. 2002) . Late-20th-century monthly means and standard deviations also were calculated for the CRU observations (AD 1961 (AD -1990 . We debiased the AOGCM climate projections by adding the simulated changes of the 21st century, expressed relative to the baseline simulation, to current observed climates. To do this, we calculated climate anomalies by subtracting the 1975 means for precipitation and temperature from the 2050 and 2090 means at the native AOGCM resolution (Fig. 1, Step II). These 2090À1975 and 2050À1975 anomalies were regridded to a 10-minute resolution using a cubic spline interpolation (Step III), then added to the observed CRU monthly temperature and precipitation means for 1961 -1990 . This procedure is repeated for each combination of AOGCM and emissions scenario listed in Table 1 . Spline interpolations were performed with Matlab's interp3 function and its ''spline'' setting, which constructs a smooth interpolated curve from a series of piecewise third-order polynomials (de Boor 1978) . Because the CRU data set covers global land areas only, the regridded 21st-century climatologies presented here are also only for land areas.
RESULTS
To illustrate how the debiasing procedure works, we show the original and downscaled results for South America for January and July, for temperature (Fig. 2) and precipitation (Fig. 3) , using simulations from the A1B scenario of the GISS-ER model. For January temperature (Fig. 2: top half ) , one of the most obvious discrepancies between late-20th-century observations and simulations is the concentration of higher-thanobserved temperatures in south-central South America, covering eastern Bolivia, all of Paraguay and northern Argentina. If, as is likely, this too-warm bias between the present simulated and observed temperatures persists in the 21st-century climate simulations, then naı¨ve use of the 21st-century simulations (i.e., without any attempt to correct for the too-warm bias) would result in warm temperature projections and too-severe assessments of climate-change impacts in this region. This bias is apparent also in the 2090 uncorrected simulations, but is removed from the 10-minute debiased and downscaled 2090 temperature maps for South America (Fig. 2: top half ). For July temperature (Fig. 2: bottom half ) , no major discrepancies between the late-20th-century observations and simulations are apparent, except where the fine-scale features of the Andes Mountains are smoothed over in the 38 3 38 maps. Similar kinds of discrepancies between observation and reality can be found for any climate-model simulation, for various regions of the world. Model bias is a general phenomenon and the example of GISS-ER for South America is only chosen for illustration.
As another example, January precipitation maps ( Fig.  3: top half ) show a large discrepancy in south-central South America between simulated and observed late- (Randall et al. 2007) , and model availability for emission scenarios A1B, A2, and B1 (Meehl et al. 2007a) , with availability indicated by the presence of an ''X. '' 20th-century values, with simulated precipitation much lower than observations. Additionally, there is a significant difference in January rainfall in eastern in Brazil, where CRU observations are almost 200 mm less than simulated precipitation. For July precipitation (Fig. 3: bottom half ) , the most obvious discrepancy occurs over Uruguay and southeast Brazil where the CRU observed data is over 100 mm wetter than simulated precipitation. Again, these sorts of discrepancies are not confined to GISS-ER and South America.
Globally, the regridded climate projections show broad similarities to the original AOGCM simulations, FIG . 2. South American 2090 temperature estimates from NASA's GISS-ER model and the A1B scenario, at the original GCM resolution of 4.58 (left column) and the downscaled 10-minute resolution (right column) for January (top two rows) and July (bottom two rows). The middle column shows the temperature anomaly calculated by subtracting the simulated late-20th-century temperature from the late-21st-century simulated temperature (Fig. 1, step II) . The temperature anomaly is shown at the original 4.58 resolution and the interpolated 10-minute resolution. KARYN TABOR AND JOHN W. WILLIAMS 560 but sharp differences are apparent at regional to continental scales (Fig. 4) . These differences reflect both the higher resolution of the downscaled data and the debiasing resulting from the change-factor method. To show these differences, we use as an example both the native-resolution (38 3 38) and downscaled maps of the 2090 mean climatologies from the HadCM3 model for the A1B scenario, both globally and regionally for Himalayas and the western United States. On a global scale there is a noticeable improvement, with smoother temperature gradients, better definition of mountainous regions, and more accurate precipitation patterns in the   FIG. 4 . These maps compare the spatial patterns of annual mean temperature and precipitation between the native grid resolution for an AOGCM and the downscaled 10-minute data sets generated here, using as an example the 2090 projections from the HadCM3 global climate model and scenario A1B (the middle CO 2 -concentration scenario: 717 ppm by AD 2100). The top two global maps compare mean annual temperature at 38 3 38 vs. 10-minute grid resolution, with inset maps to the right showing the same comparisons for western United States and the Himalayas. The bottom two global maps and their corresponding inset maps make the same comparisons for total annual precipitation.
10-minute regridded data. The utility of high-resolution data is most obvious in mountainous regions. Regions where the change-factor debiasing substantially changes the 21st-century projections include (1) northern Eurasia, which is warmer in the downscaled maps than in the native HadCM3 maps, (2) the North American Great Plains, northern Australia, eastern Russia, and southern Africa, which are drier in the debiased maps, and (3) northeastern South America, which is wetter in the debiased maps.
In the western United States, the 10-minute regridded 2090 mean annual temperature shows much warmer temperatures in the Central Valley of California and the lowland desert of Southwest Arizona (Fig. 4) . The climate of these lowland arid regions is very different from the coastal regions directly west and mountain regions to the east, yet 2090 temperatures for these regions are not discernable with the spatially coarse 38 3 38 model output. The differences between the coarseresolution and downscaled precipitation maps for the western United States are even more striking (Fig. 4:  bottom) . In the raw 38 3 38 precipitation maps, the entire western United States has precipitation in excess of 1000 mm, whereas the downscaled maps more accurately show the spatial precipitation patterns resulting from the rain-shadow effects of the Cascade, Sierra, and Rocky Mountains.
Similarly, in the Himalayas, the 10-minute regridded temperature map depicts warmer temperatures in the river valleys that are not visible at the original resolution (Fig. 4) . Precipitation patterns also differ strikingly between the 10-minute and native-resolution maps, with the former showing a very sharp precipitation gradient between the western and eastern Himalayas that is missed in the raw model output.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
These 10-minute debiased and downscaled climate data sets have been developed with the goal of providing conservation biologists and other climateimpact researchers the capacity for high-resolution, global-scale, ensemble projections of ecological impacts of climate change. The resulting high-resolution climate data show substantial spatial heterogeneity in all climate variables, particularly in mountainous regions, and reveal precipitation patterns not captured at the AOGCM's native resolutions, although with the caveats outlined in the Introduction and below. These high-resolution climatic data sets thus allow more spatially detailed projections of future species distributions and extinction risk (see Plate 1). For example, these finer-scale temperature maps may enable scientists to predict species migration to higher elevations to maintain preferred habitat. Additionally, as shown in our comparisons of the native-resolution and downscaled climate projections, the downscaled climate projections have the advantage of being corrected for systematic biases between observed and simulated climatologies. Thus, these debiased climate projections more accurately depict future climates and can be employed for more accurate projections of species range shifts. Debiasing is particularly important for moisture-related variables, which are less robustly simulated by global climate models, yet are critical controls on species and communities, e.g., woody-plant diversity (O'Brien 1998). Finally, the reduction in grid cell size of the downscaled climate projections diminishes overestimation of suitable habitat for future species distributions (and thereby under-predicting risk of extinction) by better capturing landscape heterogeneity.
The availability of downscaled simulations from multiple models is valuable for inter-model comparisons and assessments of inter-model variability. Inter-model variability is a critical source of uncertainty to bioclimatic envelope models because their predictions of future species distribution are directly derived from the climate simulations that are used as inputs (Heikkinen et al. 2006) . For example, species range projections might be highly variable for the tropics where there is large discrepancy of projected precipitation among GCMs (Kharin and Zwiers 2007, Scherrer and Baettig 2008) . Identifying a single, most reliable model for regional studies is not possible (Martı´nez-Meyer 2005) . Using multi-model ensemble means for regional studies has proven superior to using any single climate model because averaging the model projections reduces both mean errors and variance in the models (Pierce et al. 2009 ). Therefore, modelers use future climates derived from multiple climate models for bioclimatic envelope modeling or project species distributions using multiple climate-model inputs to assess uncertainties in the outcomes (Beaumont et al. 2007) . Quantifying the uncertainties is necessary to evaluate the reliability of the model projections.
Although downscaling accessible GCMs to finer resolutions is vital for modeling climate-change impacts, there are practical constraints to GCM downscaling, and thus downscaled maps must be used critically. There are four major sources of uncertainty in the downscaled climate projections: (1) uncertainties in future greenhouse gas emissions and atmospheric composition (scenario uncertainty), (2) uncertainties in modeling the climate response (GCM uncertainty), (3) uncertainties in the observational data sets used as the basemap for the debiasing procedure (observational uncertainty), and (4) uncertainty over the validity of the assumptions underlying the change-factor approach (change-factor uncertainty). The first two are comprehensively reviewed in the IPCC AR4 report (Meehl et al. 2007b) and are not discussed further here, except to note that they are substantial. For example, global mean temperature predictions have an uncertainty range of several degrees Celsius, and GCMs often disagree over the direction of future precipitation trends (Meehl et al. 2007b ).
Observational uncertainty is determined by the spatial density and precision of weather-station data, which limit the accuracy and resolution of the 20th-century observational data sets and in turn limit the value added from downscaling projected climate data sets using observational data sets. Weather-station networks are particularly sparse in mountainous tropical regions, which creates a significant source of uncertainty when generating high-resolution gridded climate observational data sets for these regions. Although the spatial interpolation of temperature variables in mountainous regions can be lapse-rate corrected (Willmott and Matsuura 1995) , correcting for elevational effects on interpolated precipitation variables is much more difficult. Precipitation uncertainty can be 500 mm or more in mountainous regions where station data are sparse (Hijmans et al. 2005) . In general, all measured variables suffer increased interpolation errors in cold, dry and mountainous regions where station networks are sparsest (New 2002) .
Downscaling methods also create uncertainties in downscaled climate data sets in part because GCMs are optimized to predict future climate at their native resolutions (Wilby et al. 2004 ). The two key assumptions of the change-factor approach are (1) that the relationship between macroclimates and microclimates is constant over time and (2) that model bias is constant over time. These are assumptions of stationarity, where spatial and temporal patterns from the 20th-century observational data set are projected to a future climate period despite the possibility that climate patterns or proportion of model bias might otherwise have changed (Wilby et al. 2004, Diaz-Nieto and Wilby 2005) . The change-factor approach will not capture local-to regional-scale climate changes that emerge from interactions between local land surfaces and radiatively driven changes in global climate. The utility of changefactor downscaling in mountainous regions likely is most limited for precipitation variables, which will be strongly influenced by local orographic effects.
There is no fixed rule about how fine resolution a climate grid can be generated from weather station networks of varying density. Fine-resolution observational data sets are currently available at resolutions ranging from 30-arc-seconds to 0.58 (New et al. 2002 , Hijmans et al. 2005 ; PRISM Climate Group, data available online).
6 Klausmeyer and Shaw (2009) recently used the change-factor approach to downscale GCMs from the CMIP3 multi-model data set to 2.5-minute resolution using WorldClim (Hijmans et al. 2005) temperature and precipitation as the 20th-century PLATE 1. King Protea in Oudtshoorn, South Africa. Shifting range boundaries as a result of climate change have been observed for multiple species in the Cape Floristic region, a region that has already experienced a 30-year warming trend. A majority of flowering plants in the endangered and endemic fybos habitat of this region, such as Protea cynaroides, will lose much of their present habitat as they migrate upslope following cooler temperatures, and some species will lose all suitable habitat within their climatic range (Hannah et al. 2005 ). Photo credit: T. Mildenhall. observed data set. Klausmeyer and Shaw (2009) evaluated the errors associated with the change-factor downscaling to 2.5-minute resolution and concluded that, for temperature, errors introduced in downscaling were less than GCM uncertainties, and errors in precipitation downscaling are larger but more difficult to quantify considering the spatial and temporal uncertainty of GCMs. We have opted here to downscale to a somewhat more conservative 10-minute resolution, given the previously discussed uncertainties. However, further analysis is needed to explore the trade-offs between the value added vs. errors accumulated for downscaling from GCM model resolutions and intermittently sparse weather station networks to the increasingly fine-scale resolutions demanded by GISbased impact assessments. Other studies of scale dependency on predictive modeling can help identify the appropriate resolution for downscaling environmental data for various forecasting models and geographic regions.
None of the uncertainties discussed here are particular to this study, but are instead a general phenomenon of climate modeling and downscaling. Thus, conservation biologists should use climate projections, downscaled or not, with appropriate caution. Discretion is necessary when using downscaled climate projections since downscaling GCMs to the finest achievable resolution might not be appropriate for some modeling applications and may produce misleading results. For example, a recent application of downscaled data for species modeling indicates no improvements of model predictions using downscaled data in montane regions because downscaled macro-scale climate models are biased against cold, high-elevation habitats (Trivedi et al. 2008 ). This bias results in an overestimate of a species' tolerance range for suitable habitat and yields model predictions with inflated future species distributions (Trivedi et al. 2008) . Nonetheless, the urgent need for downscaled climate data sets is undeniable, given the threats posed to biodiversity by climate change (Midgley et al. 2002 , Pearson and Dawson 2003 , Thomas et al. 2004 , Thuiller et al. 2005 ) and the fact that GCM simulations at native resolution are simply too coarse to be used for modeling the heterogeneous distribution of species and communities across landscapes. Our downscaled, global, 21st-century climate scenarios from IPCC AR4 accommodate the immediate demand for fine-resolution climate projections and enable and enhance efforts to conserve biodiversity in the face of large and rapid climate change.
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